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I have designed a rubric for letter grad-
ing of student compositions in an at-
tempt to answer those gnawing

questions that plague the grading process:
What is it in each course that every stu-
dent needs to know? Is there a discrep-
ancy between how the instructor defines
these things and how students define
them? And last, what is the difference be-
tween an A, a C, and an F, and how can
these differences be made clear?

In addition to defining the components
of the letter grade, this rubric provides
clear assessment and learning objectives
that can be linked to general education
outcomes. While at times, general educa-
tion goals or guidelines seem almost im-
possible to measure and assess, the
elements included in the rubric are de-
fined, in part, to correspond with such
general education objectives. The rubric
is flexible, comprehensive, and detailed.
It covers all aspects of composition and in
such detail that it allows individual teach-

ers to place their pedagogical emphases
where they please.

The rubric is structured through eleven
elements that provide clarity on the as-
pects of composition most often assessed
and considered essential to good writing.
When discussing assessment discrepan-
cies within the framework the rubric pro-
vides, one will find that they often derive

from the different emphasis each of us
tends to put on three major elements: or-
ganization, research, and mechanics. The
goal of such discussion would be not to
eliminate discrepancies or to normalize
pedagogical procedures but to make ex-
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plicit the elements one considers more or
less important when judging a paper.
Thus, one can understand more com-
pletely one’s own individual approach to
composition and the possible causes of
discrepancies in assessment.

The rubric is shown in Table 1. ■
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Table 1. Letter Grading Rubric for Student Compositions

A Paper B Paper C Paper D Paper F Paper

Purpose Has a well-defined Has an appropriate Has an adequately Has an inadequate Has no discernable 
thesis. thesis. defined thesis. thesis. thesis.

Sources Contains effective Incorporates valid Contains adequate Incorporates inadequate Sources are absent 
research that incor- sources in support sources that only or inadvertent sources or plagiarism has
porates sophisticated of the thesis. tangentially support that fail to support occurred.
sources in support of the thesis. the thesis.
the thesis.

Thought Shows depth and Shows some depth  Shows little depth or Shows deficiency in Shows severe 
complexity of thought and complexity of complexity of thought thought by failing to deficiency in thought
by developing research thought by developing by developing research develop research by completely 
material into well- research material material into points material into points failing to develop
structured points  into points (ideas) (ideas) that only (ideas) that elaborate research material
(ideas) that effectively  that elaborate the adequately elaborate the thesis. into points (ideas)
elaborate the thesis. thesis. the thesis. that elaborate the 

thesis.

Details Contains details that Contains sufficient Contains adequate Contains insufficient Lacks supporting
in every instance detail in support details in support or inappropriate details.
effectively support of ideas. of ideas. details in support 
ideas. of ideas.

Organization Contains strong Contains clear and Contains occasionally Contains often unclear Contains unclear 
argument that coherent argument unclear or incoherent or incoherent argu- or incoherent argu-
convincingly that demonstrates argument that only ment that poorly ment that fails to 
demonstrates thesis. thesis. adequately demonstrates thesis. demonstrate thesis.

demonstrates thesis.

Citation Provides in all Provides in most Sometimes fails to Often fails to provide Completely lacks
instances appropriate instances valid provide appropriate appropriate citations appropriate citations
citations to primary citations to primary citations to primary to primary and to primary and 
and secondary sources. and secondary and secondary sources. secondary sources. secondary sources.

sources.

Bibliography Includes a bibliography Includes a bibliography Includes a bibliography Includes a bibliography Lacks a bibliography
of primary and of primary and of primary and of primary and of primary and 
secondary sources. secondary sources secondary sources  secondary sources  secondary sources.

that contains an error that contains some  that contains many  
or omission. errors or omissions. errors or omissions.

Mechanics Has few (if any) Has some minor Demonstrates problems Has serious problems Has severe problems
errors of syntax or errors of syntax or of syntax or mechanics with syntax or with syntax or
mechanics. mechanics that do not that interfere with mechanics. mechanics.

significantly interfere comprehension.
with comprehension.

Diction Demonstrates control Shows some control Shows little control Has weak control Lacks control of 
of diction. of diction. of diction. of diction. diction.

Language Demonstrates fluency, Shows some fluency, Shows weak fluency, Shows poor fluency, Lacks fluency,
transition, and variety transition, and transition, and transition, and variety transition, and 
of language. variety of language. variety of language. of language. variety of language.

Assignment Addresses the assign- Generally addresses Does not follow paper Does not follow paper Lacks understanding
ment fully, has a clear the assignment issues, specifications, may specifications, shows of assignment, paper 
awareness of audience, shows some awareness distort or neglect major neglect of the assign- specifications, and 
follows paper specifi- of audience, mostly parts of the assignment, ment, lacks awareness audience.
cations completely. follows paper shows vague awareness of audience.

specifications. of audience.




